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Preamble

Purpose of the document

This syllabus defines the Advanced Level of the certification “Elicitation” established by the International Requirements Engineering Board (IREB). The syllabus provides training providers with the basis for creating their course materials. Students can use the syllabus to prepare themselves for the examination.

Contents of the syllabus

The module “Elicitation” of the Advanced Level addresses professionals with career profiles like Requirements Engineering, business analysis, business engineering, and organizational design, who wish to extend their knowledge and skills in the area of requirements elicitation.
Content scope

In the Advanced Level – as in the Foundation Level – Requirements Engineering principles are provided that are equally valid for any system – such as embedded systems, safety-critical systems, traditional information systems. This does not mean that the suitability of approaches for the individual areas, accounting for their particularities, cannot be dealt with in a training course. However, it is not the goal to present specific Requirements Engineering methods of a particular domain.

This syllabus is not based on any specific software development approach and associated process model that makes a statement about the planning, control and sequence of application of the addressed Requirements Engineering concepts and techniques in practice. It is not intended to particularly emphasize a specific approach, neither for Requirements Engineering nor for software engineering overall.

It defines what constitutes the knowledge of Requirements Engineers, but not the exact interfaces with other disciplines and processes of software engineering.

Level of Detail

The level of detail of this syllabus allows internationally consistent teaching and examination. To reach this goal, the syllabus contains the following:

- General educational objectives,
- Contents with a description of the educational objectives and
- References to further literature (where necessary).

Educational Objectives / Cognitive Knowledge Levels

Each module of the syllabus is assigned a cognitive level. A higher level includes the lower levels. The levels are classified as follows:

- **K1 (Remember):** The candidate will recognize, remember and recall a term or concept - identify, remember, retrieve, recall, recognize, know
- **K2 (Understand):** The candidate can select the reasons or explanations for statements related to the topic, and can summarize, compare, classify, categorize and give examples for the concept - summarize, generalize, abstract, classify, compare, map, contrast, exemplify, interpret, translate, represent, infer, conclude, categorize, construct models
- **K3 (Apply):** The candidate can select the correct application of a concept or technique and apply it to a given context - implement, execute, use, follow a procedure, apply a procedure
**K4 (Analyze):** The candidate can separate information related to a procedure or technique into its constituent parts for better understanding, and can distinguish between facts and inferences. Typical application is to analyze a document, software or project situation and propose appropriate actions to solve a problem or task - analyze, organize, find coherence, integrate, outline, parse, structure, attribute, deconstruct, differentiate, discriminate, distinguish, focus, select.

All terms defined in the glossary have to be known (K1), even if they are not explicitly mentioned in the educational objectives. The glossary is available for download on the IREB homepage at [https://www.ireb.org/downloads/#cpre-glossary](https://www.ireb.org/downloads/#cpre-glossary).

This syllabus and the related handbook use the abbreviation "RE" for Requirements Engineering.

**Structure of the Syllabus**

The syllabus consists of five main chapters. Each chapter covers one educational unit (EU). Main chapter titles contain the cognitive level of their chapters, which is the highest level of their sub-chapters. Furthermore, the teaching time is suggested that is the minimum a course should invest for that chapter. Training companies are free to devote more time to the EUs and the exercises, but make sure that the proportions between the EUs are maintained. Important terms within the chapter are listed at the beginning of the chapter.

Example: **EU2 Requirements sources** (K3)

Duration: **2.5 hours**

Terms: stakeholder, requirements source, relationship management, user, persona

This example shows that Chapter 2 contains education objectives at level K3 and two and a half hours are intended for teaching the material in this chapter.

Each chapter contains sub-chapters. Their titles also contain the cognitive level of their content.

Educational objectives (EO) are enumerated before the actual text. The numbering shows to which sub-chapter they belong.

Example: **EO 2.1.1**

This example shows that educational objective EO 2.1.1 is described in sub-chapter 2.1.
The Examination

This syllabus is the basis for the examination for the Elicitation Advanced Level.

⚠️ A question in the examination can cover material from several chapters of the syllabus. All chapters (EU 1 to EU 5) of the syllabus can be examined.

The format of the examination is multiple-choice as well as an assessed written assignment; the details are set out in the examination regulations.

Examinations can be held immediately after a training course, but also independently from courses (e.g. in an examination center). A list of IREB licensed certification bodies can be found on the website [https://www.ireb.org](https://www.ireb.org).
## Version History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>December 20, 2012</td>
<td>Initial version based on German version 1.0-2 from December 20, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0.0</td>
<td>February 14, 2019</td>
<td>Major revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **The name Elicitation and Consolidation of version 1.0 was changed into Elicitation (alone) to remove the ambiguous term ‘consolidation’**.
- Chapter 1 *(A framework for structuring and managing requirements elicitation and conflict resolution)* is new. It focuses on the structuring and management of elicitation and conflict resolution activities.
- Chapter 2 *(Requirements sources)* is updated to a more structured style.
- Chapter 3 *(Elicitation Techniques)* is rewritten to give a more consistent and less detailed overview of elicitation techniques.
- Chapter 4 *(Conflict Resolution)* is updated to a more structured style. Its title was changed to support a more consistent terminology.
- Chapter 5 *(Skills of the Requirements Engineer)* is a structured and less detailed update from the original chapter 1 of version 1.0.

The level of detail is reduced compared to version 1.0. More detailed information is published in the separate *Handbook Elicitation*.

Cognitive Knowledge Levels according to the new IREB definition applied.
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EU 1  A framework for structuring and managing requirements elicitiation and conflict resolution (K3)

Duration: 1.5 hours
Terms: Elicitation activity, conflict resolution activity, technique, process pattern

Educational objectives:
EO 1.1.1 Understanding the scope of elicitiation and conflict resolution in Requirements Engineering
EO 1.2.1 Understanding the challenges of planning elicitiation and conflict resolution
EO 1.2.2 Understanding the factors relevant to the approach of planning elicitiation and conflict resolution activities
EO 1.3.1 Applying the information structure for elicitiation and conflict resolution activities
EO 1.3.2 Understanding the difference between short- and long-term elicitiation and conflict resolution activities
EO 1.3.3 Understanding the importance of a setup phase for elicitiation and conflict resolution
EO 1.3.4 Applying conscious planning and execution of elicitiation and conflict resolution activities
EO 1.4.1 Understanding the importance of adjusting the elicitiation and conflict resolution techniques to specific contexts
EO 1.4.2 Understanding the concept of process patterns

EU 1.1 The scope of elicitiation and conflict resolution in Requirements Engineering (K2)

In accordance with the definition of Requirements Engineering as presented in [PoRu2015], the objective of requirements elicitiation and conflict resolution is “knowing the relevant requirements”, “achieving a consensus among the stakeholders about these requirements” and “understanding [...] the stakeholders’ desires and needs”.i

Within elicitiation, it is the task of the Requirements Engineer to understand the stakeholders’ desires and needs while ensuring that the requirements from all relevant requirements sources have been collected. This includes identifying these sources, understanding the nature and importance of the different types of requirements and applying appropriate techniques to elicit them. A major point in elicitiation is to turn implicit demands, wishes and expectations into explicit requirements [ISO29148].

During elicitiation, conflicting requirements from different sources are often encountered. These conflicts have to be resolved, in order to create a single, consistent and agreed-on set that can serve as an input for the efficient development, maintenance and operation of an effective system.
EU 1.2 Factors relevant to the approach of planning elicitation and conflict resolution (K2)

Literature on software estimation [McCo2006] and results from industrial practice place a lot of responsibility on the discipline of Requirements Engineering for meeting the overall development objectives. From the perspective of Requirements Engineering, a significant part of this responsibility has to be placed on requirements elicitation and conflict resolution.

Both require a specific planning approach because of the following challenges:

- Requirements elicitation cannot be planned solely based on the expected size of the outcome, as no realistic expectation is available at the start of elicitation.
- Requirements conflicts cannot be planned or predicted. The Requirements Engineer has to react to the conflict as soon as it arises.

As a result, it is advisable to avoid detailed planning and instead define a coarse-grained upfront plan for requirements elicitation and conflict resolution. The planning and execution of elicitation and conflict resolution should be performed similarly to a research project. This means that the plan is iteratively revised as the activities proceed and more information becomes available.

EU 1.3 Planning and executing requirements elicitation and conflict resolution (K4)

Although elicitation and conflict resolution require a specific planning approach, its planning and execution cannot be treated in isolation from other activities in system development. For the definition of a planning framework, it is assumed that every development that includes elicitation and conflict resolution activities uses some kind of plan to structure the effort and its tasks. As the work moves on, the plan needs to be maintained and updated.

Two types of activities can be included in any kind of plan:

- **Elicitation activities**: the identification of requirements sources and the elicitation of requirements.
- **Conflict resolution activities**: the actions needed to solve requirements conflicts and to arrive at a single agreed-on set of requirements.

An elicitation activity should provide the following information: The **elicitation objective**, the desired **result quality**, the selected **source(s)** and the selected **elicitation technique**.

A conflict resolution activity should provide the following information: The **involved requirement(s)**, the involved **source(s)**, the selected **conflict resolution technique**, and the **achieved result**.
In addition to information related to elicitation and conflict resolution, both activities may provide management information related to timing and resources.

In general, three different sets of elicitation and conflict resolution activities can be distinguished:

- **Set 1** – Executed elicitation and conflict resolution activities
- **Set 2** – Short Term elicitation and conflict resolution activities
- **Set 3** – Long Term elicitation and conflict resolution activities

In the course of development, the set of executed activities will grow, as short-term activities are executed. Long-term activities will be detailed and become short-term activities, or will be refined by several short-term activities, or may be abandoned altogether if they no longer make sense. It is recommended to distinguish between the *setup phase* and the *execution phase* of elicitation and conflict resolution activities.

The following guidelines for the *setup phase* are important:

- Get an overview of the project situation, business case
- Determine elicitation objectives
- Plan for the systematic analysis of the system context
- Plan for the systematic identification of (multiple types of) requirements sources
- Consider relevant process patterns to define the activities
- Allow time and budget for conflict resolutions activities

The following guidelines for the *execution phase* are important:

- Consider elicitation and conflict resolution as time-boxed activities
- Question the plan after each activity (and revise if necessary)
- Schedule defensively, making use of short and long-term activities
- Incorporate slack to leave time for creativity and unexpected events
- Parallelize independent activities
- Combine elicitation activities that address the same requirements source
- Search for conflicts and react to them according to an agreed strategy

In addition, it is good practice to add a *closure phase* that focuses on learning from the project and improving the skills of the project participants. Guidelines are covered in EU 5.

**EU 1.4 Process patterns (K2)**

Every project is a unique event, so no general approach exists that fits all elicitation needs. In this syllabus, the concept of *process patterns* is used to identify similarities between certain situations that can be used as a guideline for actual elicitation activities. If a single pattern does not fit, a combination or a sequence of patterns can be applied.
The concept of patterns was originally developed in an architectural context [AlIS1977]. In an elicitation context, a pattern describes a reusable method for requirements elicitation in a certain scope (e.g. domain, project situation).

The pattern contains information about the general method (phases, sequence of activities) and gives guidance for the elicitation activities, including the definition of elicitation objectives, selection of techniques, definition of the result quality, and possible requirements sources.

Patterns evolve in a specific context. We consider all patterns that potentially lead to new or enhanced requirements. They may also include other activities (e.g., testing, design, conflict resolution).

Examples of process patterns include:

- Waterfall/milestone-driven development
- Lean software development
- Agile software development
- Human-centered design
- Design thinking
- Embedded systems development
- System maintenance

The Requirements Engineer should actively search for patterns that are relevant for his or her own situation. Keep in mind that:

- Process patterns are good practices from literature and practical work, providing overviews that can be used as a starting point for defining elicitation activities in a comparable situation.
- Typically, the information provided is not sufficient for an immediate execution of the process. Analysis of similarities and differences between the pattern scope and the actual situation helps to identify a proper approach and to select useful techniques.
- The above-mentioned list of patterns is neither complete nor exhaustive. Furthermore, patterns can, and often should, be combined in various ways.
- Experienced Requirements Engineers are encouraged to develop and share their own patterns.
EU 2  Requirements sources (K3)

Duration:  2.5 hours
Terms:   stakeholder, requirements source, relationship management, user, persona

Educational objectives:
EO 2.1.1  Understanding the importance of systematic and pragmatic identification of requirements sources in the system context
EO 2.2.1.1  Understanding typical stakeholder groups
EO 2.2.1.2  Applying the systematic identification and selection of stakeholders
EO 2.2.2.1  Applying stakeholder relationship management for preventing and resolving problems with stakeholders
EO 2.2.3.1  Applying a documentation schema for the stakeholders involved
EO 2.2.4.1  Understanding the significance of the user as a stakeholder
EO 2.2.4.2  Applying personas
EO 2.3.1.1  Understanding typical candidate documents
EO 2.3.1.2  Applying the systematic identification and selection of documents
EO 2.3.2  Applying a documentation schema for the documents considered
EO 2.4.1.1  Understanding typical types of systems
EO 2.4.1.2  Applying the systematic identification and selection of systems
EO 2.4.2  Applying a documentation schema for the systems considered

EU 2.1 Fundamentals of requirements sources (K3)

The quality and completeness of requirements depend greatly on the requirements sources involved. Missing a relevant source will lead to an incomplete understanding of the requirements. During development, the Requirements Engineer has to identify and involve all relevant requirements sources. As explained in the CPRE Foundation Level syllabus [FreA2017], the three most important types of requirements sources are stakeholders, documents and systems. Identification of requirements sources is an iterative and recursive process [ISO29148] and requires constant reconsideration.

The Requirements Engineer can choose from two different approaches towards the identification of requirements sources:

- **Pragmatic** identification: The Requirements Engineer uses his or her current knowledge and experience of the project and its context (e.g. domain knowledge) to name relevant stakeholders, documents and systems.

- **Systematic** identification: The Requirements Engineer applies a specific strategy to identify possible requirements sources by defining specific elicitation activities that focus on the identification of requirements sources.

Pragmatic and systematic identification complement each other and bear risks if used on their own. It is highly recommended to use a mixture of both to identify requirements sources in an efficient and effective way.
EU 2.2 Identify, classify, manage stakeholders (K3)

In the CPRE glossary [Glin2017], a stakeholder is defined as “a person or organization that has a (direct or indirect) influence on a system’s requirements. Indirect influence also includes situations where a person or organization is impacted by the system.”

EU 2.2.1 Identifying and selecting stakeholders as requirements sources (K3)

The Requirements Engineer has to identify all relevant stakeholders for the development effort.

A non-exhaustive list of stakeholder roles includes:

- Direct system users
- Business / process managers
- Clients and individual customers, customer-representing organizations
- Opponents and competitors
- IT staff
- Governmental and regulatory institutions

Potential sources for relevant stakeholder roles are:

- Checklists of typical stakeholder groups and roles (see above)
- Organization structures (e.g. organization charts of the company that will use the system to be built)
- Business process documentation (e.g. business processes to be supported by the system to be developed)
- Stakeholder categorization schemata (e.g. Alexander’s onion model [Alex2009] or the Robertsons’ generic stakeholder map [RoRo2013])

When pragmatically identifying stakeholders, Requirements Engineers use their current knowledge and experience of the context (e.g. domain) to name relevant stakeholder roles and their representatives (the stakeholders).

During systematic stakeholder identification, the Requirements Engineer defines elicitation objectives with a dedicated focus on the identification of stakeholders. Two different types of elicitation objectives should be considered:

- Information-focused: finding individual stakeholders required for certain information
- Stakeholder-focused: finding individual stakeholders representing certain stakeholder roles

Initially identified stakeholders are useful sources for identifying additional ones.
EU 2.2.2 Stakeholder relationship management (K3)

Problems with stakeholders typically arise if the rights and obligations of a stakeholder, in respect to the proposed system or the current project, are not clear or if the stakeholder’s needs are not sufficiently addressed. Stakeholder relationship management is an effective way to counter problems with stakeholders.

[Bour2015] recommends the stakeholder circle for successful stakeholder relationship management. It consists of five steps:

1. Identification of all stakeholders
2. Prioritization to determine who is important
3. Visualization to understand the overall stakeholder community
4. Engagement through effective communication
5. Monitoring the effect of the communication

Active stakeholder relationship management [Bour2009] defines explicitly the rights and obligations of a stakeholder with respect to the development of the proposed system. Depending on the nature of the development, this can be formulated as a stakeholder agreement with the involved stakeholders.

EU 2.2.3 Documentation schema for the stakeholders involved (K3)

The CPRE Foundation Level syllabus [FreA2017] defines what information on stakeholders should at a minimum be documented. In addition, information on stakeholder classification and project-specific attributes should be considered.

According to [Alex2009], stakeholders can be classified by how much the new or modified system affects them:

- Stakeholders of the system itself: directly affected by the new or modified system (users, administrators, operators, ...)
- Stakeholders in the surrounding context: indirectly affected by the new or modified system (business managers, project owners, sponsors, clients, ...)
- Stakeholders from the wider context: having an indirect relationship to the new or modified system or to the development project (legislators, standard setting bodies, (non-) governmental organizations, competitors, IT staff)

It may also be useful to document additional information relevant for the specific development effort.
In defining additional information, the specific circumstances of the current context have to be considered. Possible influencing factors are:

- **Public relevance**: In a context of high public relevance, it may be useful to document how much a stakeholder knows or can influence public opinion.
- **Time criticality**: In a context with a very strict timeframe, the availability or response time of a stakeholder can be very important information when critical decisions are to be taken.

During the development, all stakeholder information must be continuously updated and adapted to the specific circumstances.

Some commonly used forms of documentation are stakeholder table, stakeholder database, and stakeholder mind map.

**EU 2.2.4 The user as a special stakeholder group (K3)**

In principle, every system will eventually have users. However, not all systems have direct interaction with humans: some deliver their functionality through other systems. For interactive systems with a human interface, all direct users of the system are of prime interest for the Requirements Engineer.

In-house users (in-company, individually known and involved) are significantly different from outside users (e.g. buyers of consumer products; outside of the company, generally not individually known and not directly involved).

Usually, the number of (potential) users does not allow involving all individuals in the elicitation process. For this reason, the actual users can be aggregated into user groups, based on user analysis or on the domain knowledge of other stakeholders.

A common way to represent user groups is the use of personas [Coop2004]. Personas are fictitious individuals, representing typical user groups of the system with similar needs, goals, behaviors or attitudes. Personas are modeled from data collected about real users through user research [BaCC2015]. If no relevant user research data is (yet) available, provisional personas, also called *ad-hoc personas* [CECN2014] can be created.

The user groups or personas should be prioritized to define the primary and the secondary user groups/personas. The system, especially its user interface, will be optimized for the primary user group.

The concept of the user’s experience (UX) especially addresses the creation of a great experience for users. A definition of user experience is provided in an ISO standard. [ISO9241-210] defines user experience as “a person's perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service”. Knowing ideas and principles of user experience is valuable for the development of interactive systems.
EU 2.3 Identify, classify, manage documents (K3)

Documents are another valuable source for requirements. They are used to transfer concepts between humans over time and distance.

EU 2.3.1 Identifying and selecting documents as requirements sources (K3)

Possible types of documents used as requirements sources are:

- Technical standards, legislation, internal regulations
- Requirements documents (e.g., of similar systems or of the system to be replaced)
- User manuals (e.g., of competitor systems)
- Strategy papers
- Goal documentation
- Business Process Documentation

When **pragmatically identifying** documents, Requirements Engineers use their current knowledge and experience of the context (e.g. domain) to name relevant documents and document types.

During **systematic document identification**, the Requirements Engineer defines elicitation objectives with a dedicated focus on the identification of documents. Two different types of elicitation objectives have to be considered:

- **Information-focused**: finding documents for certain required information
- **Document-focused**: finding documents of certain types considered relevant for the development

For **systematic document identification**, the Requirements Engineer can:

- Search for representatives of typical document categories
- Search for references in already identified documents to other possibly relevant documents
- Ask already identified stakeholders for relevant documentation
- Search for documentation on already identified relevant systems (see EU 2.4)

To decide whether a document is relevant as a requirements source or not, the Requirements Engineer needs to establish specific criteria.
EU 2.3.2 Documentation schema for the documents (K3)

At a minimum, the following information should be recorded for documents that are potentially to be used as sources of requirements:

- Document title
- Place where the document is kept
- Version of the document
- Short description (what kind of information the document can provide)
- Relevance

Depending on the context, additional information may also be relevant.

Documents always have a certain relation to stakeholders, which may also be recorded, e.g.

- Stakeholders, mentioning the relevance of the document
- Author, issuing organization
- Organizations using the document in their processes
- Organizations involved in verifying the adherence

The Requirements Engineer has to keep the information about documentation up to date. This includes reconsidering whether additional documents have become relevant, or whether documents identified earlier have lost relevance. Special attention should be given to changes, updates and version numbering.

EU 2.4 Identify, classify, manage systems (K3)

In the context (both direct and broad) of a system, other systems can be identified as sources of requirements.

EU 2.4.1 Identifying and selecting systems as requirements sources (K3)

Possible types of systems used as requirements sources are:

- Interfacing systems including legacy systems
- Systems sharing a platform / environment / ecosystem
- Competitor systems
- Systems with similar data, functionality or user interfaces
- Predecessor system(s) to be replaced
- Future systems (under construction or even only planned)

When pragmatically identifying systems, Requirements Engineers use their current knowledge and experience of the project and its context (e.g. domain) to name relevant systems and system types.
During **systematic system identification**, the Requirements Engineer defines elicitation objectives with a dedicated focus on the identification of systems. Two different types of elicitation objective have to be considered:

- **Information-focused**: finding systems that contain certain required information
- **System-focused**: finding systems of certain types considered relevant for the development project

For **systematic identification**, the Requirements Engineer can:

- Use the system context documentation
- Ask already identified stakeholders for information on relevant systems
- Search already identified documents for information on relevant systems
- Use idea-generating techniques to identify possible analogous systems
- Conduct market research to identify competitor systems
- Consider legacy systems

### EU 2.4.2 Documentation schema for systems (K3)

Systems used as a source of requirements have to be documented with at least the following information:

- Name of the system
- Type of system (e.g., competitor system, predecessor system, interfacing system, ...)
- A brief description on data, functionality, processes, user groups, ...

Depending on the context, additional information may be relevant.

Special attention should be paid to directly interfacing systems. These can be categorized as:

- Data sources, providing data
- Data sinks, using data
- Supporting systems like an operating system (OS) or Database Management System (DBMS)

Systems always have a certain relation to stakeholders, which may also be recorded, e.g.,

- Stakeholders/Organizations that use the system in direct or indirect ways in their processes
- Stakeholders/Organizations that operate the system
- Stakeholders/Organizations that design, develop, or market the system
- Stakeholders/Organizations that maintain the system, offer support or training
- Organizations that observe the system (e.g., governments, NGOs)
Information about systems is usually present in documents. These documents should be managed separately as requirements sources (see EU 2.3).

The Requirements Engineer has to keep the documentation of potential source systems up to date. This includes reconsidering whether additional systems have become relevant, or whether systems identified earlier have lost relevance. Special attention should be given to changes, updates and version numbering.
EU 3  Elicitation Techniques (K3)

Duration: 8.0 hours

Terms: Elicitation technique, attribute, classification, thinking tools

Educational objectives:

EO 3.1  Understanding the difference between gathering techniques, design and idea-generating techniques, and supporting techniques/thinking tools

EO 3.1.1  Applying interview, questionnaire, and workshops as examples for questioning techniques

EO 3.1.2  Applying field observation, apprenticing, and contextual inquiry as examples for observation techniques

EO 3.1.3  Applying system archeology, perspective-based reading, and re-use as examples for artifact-based techniques

EO 3.2  Applying preconditions for creativity

EO 3.2.1  Applying brainstorming and analogy techniques as examples for idea-generating techniques

EO 3.2.2  Applying prototyping, scenarios, and storyboards as examples for design techniques

EO 3.3.1  Understanding and using abstraction levels, problems and goals, models, transformation effects and mind-mapping as examples for thinking tools

EO 3.4  Understanding elicitation technique attributes as exemplary approach for structuring elicitation techniques

This EU differentiates between gathering techniques (EU 3.1), design-/idea-generating techniques (EU 3.2) and thinking tools (EU 3.3). This differentiation is of course an artificial one. In practice, there is no clear separation between the techniques. However, for presentation and teaching purposes, the differentiation is important to structure the techniques and to learn the main focus of the techniques.

EU 3.4 provides typical identifying characteristics of elicitation techniques. These may be used to describe new techniques and to give general guidelines as to which identifying characteristics are potentially useful in a given project situation.

EU 3.1 Gathering techniques (K4)

Gathering techniques are established techniques for requirements elicitation. They help to elicit satisfiers and dissatisfiers.

EU 3.1.1 Questioning techniques (K3)

Questioning techniques aim to pose appropriate questions to stakeholders. An important distinction is between open-ended and closed-ended questions.
EU 3.1.1 Interview (K3)

In an interview, the Requirements Engineer asks one or more stakeholders questions in order to elicit new requirements or to refine existing ones. It requires thorough preparation. During the interview, the answers must be recorded in a suitable way to support post-processing of the interview results. There are different types of interviews, e.g. interviews with a defined set of questions or interviews with an open set of questions. [Port2013], [BaCC2015]

EU 3.1.2 Questionnaire (K2)

Several people are asked to answer in writing the same set of questions, presented in a structured way. Quantitative questionnaires are mainly used to confirm previously elicited requirements, whereas qualitative questionnaires are more suited to the elicitation of new requirements. The former can be evaluated quickly and deliver statistical information, the latter tend to deliver complex results and are thus usually more time-consuming to prepare and to evaluate [BaCC2015], [Harr2014].

EU 3.1.3 Requirements Workshops (K3)

Workshop is an umbrella term for group-oriented techniques. They can be conducted in very different ways and may include other elicitation techniques or even process patterns (e.g. a design thinking workshop within an agile development). Workshop formats range from small informal meetings to organized events with several hundred stakeholders. [Gott2002]

EU 3.1.2 Observation techniques (K3)

Observation techniques aim at extracting requirements from observation of, e.g. processes, users, or typical usage situations.

Special attention should be given to the investigators’ simplification bias [BaCC2015]: inexperienced (novice to the domain) observers have the tendency to simplify the expert user’s problem-solving strategies while observing them. Thus, it is highly recommended to talk to subject matter experts before using observation techniques, and/or let subject matter experts review the observation notes, to minimize this bias.

EU 3.1.2.1 Field observation (K3)

The Requirements Engineer observes the stakeholders during their work in their usual environment without interfering. The observations made are used to derive requirements which have to be confirmed by review or further elicitation techniques.
EU 3.1.2.2  Apprenticeing (K2)

The Requirements Engineer conducts a short hands-on training in the environment in which the system to be developed/improved will later be used or is already in use. Experienced subject matter experts teach the Requirements Engineer to empower him/her to better understand the domain and therefore to better elicit requirements.

EU 3.1.2.3  Contextual Inquiry (K3)

Contextual inquiry (CI) is an iterative, field data-gathering technique where the Requirements Engineer studies a few carefully selected users in depth to arrive at a fuller understanding of the work practice across the entire user base [BeHo1998].

CI is based on four principles:

- **Context**: go to the user’s own context to observe them performing their tasks
- **Partnership**: ask them about their work and engage them in uncovering unarticulated aspects of work
- **Interpretation**: develop a shared understanding with the user about the aspects of work that matter
- **Focus**: in the preparation of the CI, define elicitation objectives and direct your investigation to gather the relevant data in order to reach the objectives

EU 3.1.3  Artifact-based techniques (K3)

Artifacts are products of human work, such as IT systems, documents, images, audio and video files, etc. Some types of artifacts are relevant as sources of requirements. Usually, it is a time-consuming task to examine artifacts in detail.

EU 3.1.3.1  System archaeology (K3)

System archaeology is a technique to elicit information regarding a new system from the documentation, UI or code of a legacy or competitor system. It is recommended to start analyzing documents like specifications, test documentation or user manuals first, as they contain information similar to requirements. With the help of system archaeology, it can be ensured that no requirements implemented in the current system get lost.

EU 3.1.3.2  Perspective-based reading (K3)

The Requirements Engineer uses a specific perspective, e.g. usage perspective or data perspective, in order to retrieve relevant requirements from a document [Pohl2010].
EU 3.1.3.3 Reuse of requirements (K3)

If similar projects or previous versions of the system to be developed exist within the company, requirements from those projects can be reused. Requirements considered for reuse have to be confirmed by review or additional elicitation techniques.

EU 3.1.3.4 Crowd-based Requirements Engineering (K2)

For some systems (e.g. mobile applications), requirements can be collected from “the crowd”. This contains explicit data (e.g. feedback, reviews) as well as implicit data (e.g. usage data, error logs) [MNJR2015], [GrDA2015].

EU 3.2 Design and idea-generating techniques (K4)

Traditionally, Requirements Engineering literature talks about creativity techniques. They aim at creating ideas to find solutions for a given question, problem, or goal. Popular examples of such techniques are brainstorming [Osbo1979] or 6-thinking hats [DeBo2006]. In requirements elicitation, creativity techniques are used to create new or innovative requirements that often are delighters.

Outside the software and Requirements Engineering community, the broader term design techniques has emerged. Design techniques subsume creativity techniques for idea generation and provide additional or combined techniques to elaborate ideas and gain further insights for a given idea [Kuma2013]. Popular techniques for this purpose include prototyping (e.g., mock-ups), storyboarding and scenarios.

Preconditions for creativity

Creativity arises not by command, but by chance. Creativity is most likely to occur when all four of the following preconditions are met [KrSc2017]:

- **Chance** – and therefore time – for an idea to come up
- **Knowledge** of the subject matter, which raises the odds for an idea that makes the difference
- **Motivation**, as our brain can only be creative if there is a direct benefit for its owner
- **Safety and security**, as useless ideas must not have negative consequences

Idea-generating and design techniques help in some or all of these aspects to create a suitable environment for new ideas and innovations to evolve.
EU 3.2.1 Brainstorming (K3)

Brainstorming was developed in the 1940s-1950s by Alex F. Osborn [Osbo1979]. Like most creativity techniques, the crucial point of brainstorming is the separation of finding ideas from the analysis of ideas. It is conducted in groups of about 5-10 people and lasts about 20 minutes. A moderator ensures the orderly conduct of the brainstorming and the documentation of ideas.

Many different variants have evolved over time, e.g. brainstorming paradox, method 6-3-5, brainwriting.

EU 3.2.2 Analogy techniques (K2)

Analogy techniques (e.g. bisociation [Koes1964]) are techniques that help to come up with ideas for critical and also complex topics. They use analogies to support thinking and generating ideas. Their success or failure is mainly influenced by the quality of the analogy. The relevance of similar systems is discussed in EU 2.4.

EU 3.2.3 Prototyping (K3)

Prototyping is an umbrella term and refers to the creation of various types of early samples or models built to gain live experiences with a concept or process.

For requirements elicitation, the term prototype intentionally does not only refer to implementing prototypes in software. Instead, it also refers to everything that can represent requirements of a system to be developed (e.g. sketch of user interface, physical mock-up, video). The purpose of prototyping in requirements elicitation is the simulation of the new system and the exploration of requirements by stimulation of agreement and objection or clarification and amendment.

A prototype can be evaluated by application of a user walkthrough [ShRP2007] or user/usability testing [RuCh2008]. Often, the outcome of such an evaluation is a set of new requirements.

EU 3.2.4 Scenarios and storyboards (K3)

Usage scenarios describe in the form of a realistic example, how a user will interact with the proposed system [RoCa2002].

A storyboard is a visualized scenario. It looks like a comic, with a set of pictures and/or screenshots, and therefore visualizes how a system or product is to be used. The reflection on a concrete example allows clients and users to envision requirements in the actual application situation and thus review and amend them [RiFl2014].
EU 3.3 Thinking tools (K2)

The elicitation techniques introduced so far represent techniques that describe a certain way of gathering information or producing a certain artefact for the purpose of requirements elicitation.

In this section, techniques are presented that cross-cut these types of techniques since they foster a certain way of thinking. We call them supporting techniques and thinking tools, because they are not applied by themselves, but in conjunction with other techniques.

EU 3.3.1 Thinking in abstraction levels (K2)

Abstraction levels are a powerful thinking tool in requirements elicitation [GoWo2005], [Laue2014]. They are often used as a kind of process model to structure the elicitation work, i.e. first elicit requirements only on the highest level and continue with further levels. It can be further used to structure requirements information obtained, to identify gaps in requirements or unnecessary requirements and to focus the elicitation activities to a certain abstraction level. For example, in a workshop with users, it is advisable to focus on the system context since the users are the experts for the system context. Talking about the data structures of a system may not be appropriate since the users do not care about the internal data structures.

EU 3.3.2 Thinking in terms of problems and goals (K2)

A requirement is “a condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective” (a goal), see CPRE Glossary [Glin2017]. Thinking in terms of problems and goals thus is a core competence for the Requirements Engineer.

A problem is the state of a certain aspect in the context of a stakeholder, that is experienced as negative. A problem can exist in the present (an actual problem).

A goal is the state of a certain aspect in the context of a stakeholder that is expected to be positive. A goal exists in the future only.

Problems and goals do not exist in real world: they are mental constructs of stakeholders. The same topic can be conceived as a problem by one stakeholder and serve as a goal for another. Problems and goals can only be known by communicating with the pertaining stakeholders.

Problem and goal are interconnected by another mental construct: The solution is a roadmap for a certain intervention in the context of the stakeholder. Usually, more than one solution may solve the problem and reach the goal (to a certain extent). For more information, see [LoLS2017].
Thinking in terms of problems and goals enables the Requirements Engineer to analyze and uncover the complete network of problems, solutions and goals. In literature, there are several approaches that focus on problems, e.g., Problem Frames [Jack2001], or goals, e.g., KAOS [Lams2009].

**EU 3.3.3 Avoidance of transformation effects (K2)**

In the CPRE Foundation Level syllabus [FreA2017], transformational effects are discussed in the context of the output of Requirements Engineering, being the documentation.

Requirements engineers should also be aware of these (and other) transformational effects in their input, as they frequently occur during elicitation activities in communication with stakeholders or when reading documents. Encountering this kind of effects is a trigger for additional elicitation efforts that will probably reveal additional or detailed requirements.

**EU 3.3.4 Thinking in terms of models (K2)**

The CPRE Foundation Level syllabus [FreA2017] introduces several types of models (e.g. data flow diagrams, activity diagrams) for documenting requirements. Models allow focus on a specific perspective of a system: data, function, behavior. Models can also serve as a thinking tool if the Requirements Engineer wants to focus on a specific perspective during a particular elicitation activity, e.g., discuss an activity diagram in a stakeholder interview or develop a data flow diagram in a workshop with stakeholders. However, the Requirements Engineer should keep in mind that models are only useful if the modelling language is understood by all involved stakeholders.

**EU 3.3.5 Mind mapping (K3)**

Mind mapping is a graphical thinking tool [Buza1993]. By putting a main topic in the center and spreading out the ideas in branches, thoughts and ideas can be sorted and structured. Text and images should both be used as well as color. “Boring” representations (straight lines, only one color) should be avoided to make the representation more “stimulating” for the brain.

**EU 3.4 Example for structuring elicitation techniques: attributes (K2)**

Requirements engineers should carefully select which elicitation techniques to use based on the specific context and needs of the situation at hand. To support this selection, techniques can be classified by certain attributes. An example of useful attributes is presented in Table 1.

The very nature of an elicitation technique can be described by a combination of these attributes.
For example, the “interview” technique is characterized by the attributes “conversational” and “questioning”. An interview might also be “observational” in case the Requirements Engineer conducts the interview at the location of an intended end user. However, “observational” is not a core attribute of interviews, as they could also be conducted by phone or at other locations without relevant observations being possible.

Table 1 defines relevant attributes. The Requirements Engineer should consider the availability and characteristics of stakeholders, customer needs, the project objectives and constraints, the domain and the context in which she/he is working (see EU 1.3) when selecting an elicitation technique. Classifying a long list of available techniques by relevant attributes can help to select the techniques to be used in a specific situation. “There are good practices in context, but there are no best practices” [KaBa2012]: every situation may require a specific combination of techniques to be successful.
### Table 1 Attributes for classifying elicitation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Aiming at the following goals</th>
<th>Suitable in the following situations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversational</td>
<td>A dialogue between Requirements Engineer and stakeholder(s)</td>
<td>To understand the system context; to elicit goals and obtain an overview of satisfiers (Kano)</td>
<td>When (relevant) stakeholders are available for oral information exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>Asking stakeholders (at least partly) prepared questions to learn about facts or about their opinion</td>
<td>To elicit goals and satisfiers; to verify dissatisfiers; to obtain stakeholder’s opinion or additional information on previously elicited requirements; to elicit detailed information; to clarify specific requirements</td>
<td>If relevant questions can be formulated upfront; if some form of communication with stakeholders is possible; if complicated subject matter is concerned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observational</td>
<td>Observing stakeholders’ behaviors in a live situation, usually operating an existing system or performing specific tasks</td>
<td>To gather information about the stakeholder’s actual behavior; to elicit dissatisfiers; to analyze usability requirements; to collect data about the user’s context</td>
<td>If stakeholders cannot be addressed directly or if they are unable to state their needs and actions (detailed enough); when in doubt on congruence between actual and stated situation; to improve understanding the users’ needs; to improve understanding of the project (e.g. in preparation for other elicitation techniques)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provoking (dis-) agreement</td>
<td>Demonstrating relevant aspects of a solution to get affirmative or contradicting feedback from stakeholders</td>
<td>To make requirements tangible for stakeholders; to evaluate previously elicited requirements; to get feedback on variants of a solution</td>
<td>If stakeholders have trouble imagining things; if the Requirements Engineer can explain or show aspects of the proposed solution to the stakeholders (or even let them use it); if stakeholders have trouble explaining what they need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>Short description</td>
<td>Aiming at the following goals</td>
<td>Suitable in the following situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact-based</td>
<td>Analyzing artefacts (e.g., documents, models, products or systems in use)</td>
<td>To derive requirements from existing artefacts; to elicit (dis-)satisfiers, especially constraints</td>
<td>When relevant artefacts are available and accessible; to improve understanding of the project and of the domain (e.g. in preparation for other elicitation techniques); if stakeholders are not directly available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity-stimulating</td>
<td>Foster creativity and innovation</td>
<td>To elicit delighters; to come up with novel approaches</td>
<td>If innovation is needed; if a predetermined direction is absent; when other approaches fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing</td>
<td>Experiencing the environment and problem space where the system to be developed will be used</td>
<td>To derive requirements from the real-life circumstances; to understand the problem to be solved from users in their work context; to gain empathy</td>
<td>If users and usability are key aspects of the project; when it is possible to access the environment where usage actually takes place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are also other ways of categorizing elicitation techniques, e.g.

- Kano Model see [FreA2017]
- Design Innovation Process [Kuma2013]
EU 4  Conflict Resolution (K3)

Duration: 2.0 hours

Terms: Necessity, consistency, completeness, feasibility, requirements conflict, social conflict

Educational objectives:
EO 4.1.1 Understanding the difference between requirements conflicts and other social conflicts
EO 4.1.2 Applying the identification of conflicts
EO 4.2.1 Applying the classification of conflict types
EO 4.2.2 Understanding as a Requirements Engineer which conflicts to solve and which to delegate
EO 4.3.1 Applying selection of suitable negotiation techniques based on characteristics of the conflict
EO 4.3.2 Applying use of agreement, compromise, variant construction, voting, and overruling as examples of negotiation techniques
EO 4.4.1 Understanding the documentation of requirements conflict resolutions

During elicitation, the Requirements Engineer uncovers, gathers and designs a broad collection of requirements. Elicitation techniques by themselves do not ensure that this collection as a whole is clear, complete, consistent, unambiguous and acceptable. For the final set of requirements, however, all stakeholders have to understand and agree on all requirements that are relevant to them. If some stakeholders do not agree, this situation is to be recognized as a requirements conflict that should be resolved accordingly.

Conflict resolution in the broad sense consists of four tasks:
- Conflict identification
- Conflict analysis
- Conflict resolution
- Documentation of conflict resolution

Conflict identification and analysis is an ongoing activity in Requirements Engineering and is a prerequisite for resolving any conflict. Once a requirements conflict has been identified, the Requirements Engineer should initiate conflict resolution activities to select a proper resolution technique and to document its outcome.
EU 4.1 Conflict identification (K2)

Conflicts in general are a subject of social sciences and typically referred to as “social conflict” to indicate that a conflict arises between people. A social conflict can be defined as follows: “... an interaction between actors (individuals, groups, organizations and so on), where at least one actor sees incompatibilities in the thinking, imagination, perception, feeling, and/or wanting with another actor (other actors) in a way, that in the realization there is impairment by another actor (the other actors).” [Glas2004]

A requirements conflict can be interpreted as a special type of social conflict and is defined as follows: “A conflict in Requirements Engineering (requirements conflict) is an incompatibility of requirements, based on a contradictory perception of two or more stakeholders.” [RueA2014]. There are several indicators by which conflicts can be detected. Indicators can be observed in communication and documentation.

Commonly encountered indicators in communication are:

- Denial
- Indifference
- Pedantry
- Questions of detail
- Incorrect interpretation
- Concealment
- Delegation

Commonly encountered indicators in documentation are:

- Contradictory statements by stakeholders
- Conflicting results from analysis of documents or systems
- Inconsistent requirements in detail
- Inconsistent usage of terms in specification

Most conflicts tend to be hidden and can only be detected by carefully monitoring these indicators. If one of the indicators occurs, this does not mean that a requirements conflict is present. However, the Requirements Engineer should continuously pay attention. Through most of the requirements elicitation activities, she/he is stimulating the stakeholders to state their positions clearly, thus in some cases revealing unexpected problems or existing conflicts.
EU 4.2 Conflict analysis (K3)

Once a conflict has been identified, the Requirements Engineer has to clarify, whether or not the identified conflict is a requirements conflict. This distinction is important since the resolution of a requirements conflict is the prime responsibility of the Requirements Engineer whereas other conflicts have to be resolved by other participants (e.g. a project manager).

Analyzing the characteristics of a requirements conflict helps the Requirements Engineer understand its nature. The following characteristics [RueA2014] of a conflict can help to understand its nature and to find a proper solution:

- Type of the conflict
- Subject matter of the conflict
- Affected requirements
- Involved stakeholders
- Opinions of the various stakeholders
- Cause of the conflict
- Progress/history of the conflict
- Consequences of the conflict
- Resulting risks

The type of the conflict is important for deciding if a given conflict is a requirements conflict or not. Five different types of conflicts are distinguished [Moor2014]:

- Interest conflict
- Data conflict
- Value conflict
- Structural conflict
- Relationship conflict

Most requirements conflicts can be categorized as interest conflicts, data conflicts and value conflicts. Structural and relationship conflicts are usually not related to requirements and in that case should be resolved by other participants.

However, most conflicts show characteristics of more than one type as different causes might interact. Therefore, Requirements Engineers should pay attention to all kinds of conflict, even if a solution is not within their responsibility.
EU 4.3 Conflict resolution (K4)

A prerequisite for the selection of a proper resolution technique is an in-depth understanding of the nature of the requirements conflict. The following general resolution techniques can be distinguished (see [FreA2017]):

- Agreement
- Compromise
- Voting
- Definition of variants
- Overruling

In addition, there are several auxiliary techniques, for example:

- Non-violent communication [Rose2015]
- Negotiation techniques [FiUP2012]
- Consider-all-facts [DeBo2006]
- Plus-minus-interesting [DeBo2006]
- Decision matrix [BiAB2006], [IsNe2013]

Based on the characteristics of a conflict, suitable conflict resolution techniques should be selected.

EU 4.4 Documentation of conflict resolution (K2)

After its resolution, the conflict should be properly documented. Apart from the characteristics of the conflict mentioned in EU 4.2, this should include in particular:

- Assumptions concerning the conflict and its resolution
- Constraints influencing the choice of conflict resolution technique and/or the resolution
- Potential alternatives considered
- Conflict resolution including reasons for the chosen resolution
- Decision-makers and other contributors

If not documented, stakeholders could simply forget or ignore decisions made, or try to change decisions afterwards. This often occurs in situations where the requirements conflict itself is resolved, but an underlying (other) social conflict is not resolved.
EU 5  Skills of the Requirements Engineer (K2)

Duration:  1.5 hours
Terms:    Skills, communication models, interpretation, response, self-reflection
Educational objectives:
EO 5.1.1  Understanding the required skills in the areas of elicitation
EO 5.2.1  Understanding the fundamentals of communication theory
EO 5.3.1  Applying self-reflection on personal skills in requirements elicitation
EO 5.4.1  Understanding provisions for personal development
EO 5.5.1  Understanding learning from previous experiences

EU 5.1 Required skills in the areas of elicitation (K2)

In the CPRE Foundation Level [FreA2017], communication skills, analytical thinking, empathy, conflict resolution skills, moderation skills, self-confidence and the ability to convince are presented as the required (soft) skills of a Requirements Engineer. For the elicitation of requirements at the Advanced Level, the following characteristics are also relevant:

» Self-awareness
» Contextual awareness
» Motivating nature
» Leadership
» Flexibility
» Reflection
» Neutrality
» Intercultural competency
» Ethical conscience

Of all these skills, communication skills are the key success factor for the Requirements Engineer. All interaction between the Requirements Engineer and the stakeholders, being the prime sources of requirements, is a form of communication and all above-mentioned skills play a role in it.

EU 5.2 Communication theory and communication models (K2)

Communication is about sharing meaningful concepts between individuals. During communication, information may be lost, added, distorted or misinterpreted. The Requirements Engineer should take care to prevent these problems as far as possible.

Understanding the theory and models and being able to integrate this knowledge into daily communication activities will improve the Requirements Engineer’s communication and lead to better results.
A fundamental understanding of communication theory can be obtained by studying the following communication models:

- The Shannon-Weaver model [ShWe1971]
- The circular model of communication [Schr1971]
- The “four-sides” model of Schulz von Thun [Schu1981]

**EU 5.3 Self-reflection on personal skills in requirements elicitation (K3)**

This syllabus and the corresponding training lay out the foundation for successful application of the presented methods and techniques. However, the development and improvement of personal skills for the elicitation of requirements is a long-term learning process.

Even if the Requirements Engineering of a development is considered a success, there are typically several opportunities for improvement. For example:

- Has a technique delivered the expected results / contributed to the development?
- Did the stakeholder(s) accept the elicitation or conflict resolution techniques applied?
- Was the effort for a technique justifiable with respect to the contribution to the development?
- Which technique might have allowed eliciting requirements that came up late in the development at an earlier time?

The proper assessment of one’s own abilities can be made on the one hand by direct behavioral observation and on the other hand by subsequent analysis. In a direct observation the focus should be placed on one or at most two characteristics to obtain an accurate and reliable monitoring result (e.g., observation of one’s own reflective communication during an interview). To assess your skills in a subsequent analysis, the response of other people is an important source (e.g. 360° feedback [LeLu2009]). An assessment sheet in respect of the previously defined capabilities also is a suitable measuring instrument [SmMa2004].

**EU 5.4 Opportunities for personal development (K2)**

Insufficient practical experience is very often presented as a reason for not applying a specific elicitation or conflict resolution technique. Such an attitude might be understandable in terms of project success (the Requirements Engineer applies the techniques he/she knows best to ensure project success); in terms of personal development, this attitude is not helpful. A proven alternative is the application of unfamiliar techniques in a low-risk setting (e.g., perform apprenticing with a small subgroup of stakeholders). It is further possible to apply an unfamiliar technique in parallel to a familiar technique (e.g., a questionnaire is applied in parallel to a series of interviews).
EU 5.5 Learning from previous experience (K2)

Essential components of a personal training process that fosters learning from previous experience are:

- Improvement in everyday work
- Regular measurement of your own ability profile
- Training measures
- Mentoring measures
References and further reading


